We investigate the problem of learning probabilistic automata and Markov chains via queries in the teacher-student learning model. Probabilistic automata and Markov chains are probabilistic extensions of finite state automata and have similar structures. We discuss some natural oracles associated with probabilistic automata and Markov chains. We present polynomial-time algorithms for learning probabilistic automata and Markov Chains using these oracles.
Introduction
In this paper we use the teacher-student learning model (Angluin, 1987a ). In the model a learner has access to oracles that provide correct information about the target concept. The goal of the learner is to learn the target concept exactly in polynomial time, with a polynomial number of queries. Informally, the teacher-student learning protocol can be described as follows. A teacher (oracle) has some target concept. A student (learning algorithm) tries to learn the concept by asking some questions (queries) about the concept. The student then constructs a hypothesis for the target concept and presents it to the teacher. The teacher tells the student whether the hypothesis is correct. If the hypothesis is incorrect, the teacher provides an instance (a counterexample) in which the hypothesis and the target concept disagree. The student uses the information provided by this counterexample to ask more questions and construct a new hypothesis. The student repeats this process until he/she presents a correct hypothesis to the teacher.
As an example, we describe a structure of the teacher-student protocol for learning deterministic finite automata (DFAs). Let A be a DFA and L(A) be the language accepted by A. The target concept is L(A). The student asks some membership questions (i.e., whether a string x € L(A)). Then the student constructs a DFA A' and asks the teacher whether L(A') = L(A) (an equivalence query). If the answer is "no," the teacher gives the student a counterexample, which is a string belonging to L(A), but not to L(A'), or vice versa. Using information obtained from membership and equivalence queries, the student repeats the inference process again, until a correct DFA A" is obtained, i.
e., L(A) = L(A").
Intuitively, the learning ability of a student depends on the information the teacher provides. For example Angluin (1987a Angluin ( , 1989 showed that there is no polynomial-time algorithm for learning (i.e., exactly identifying) DFAs via membership queries alone or via equivalence queries alone. In contrast, she (Angluin, 1987b) showed that there is a polynomial-time algorithm that learns DFAs via a combination of membership and equivalence queries. A general problem in learning theory is to find, for each concept class, minimal sets of (natural) query types that enable the student to learn the class efficiently (in polynomial time by asking a polynomial number of queries). In this paper we present minimal sets of query types for learning probabilistic automata and Markov chains.
Probabilistic automata (PAs) and Markov chains (MCs) have been used to model some learning systems and pattern recognition problems (Bush & Mosteller, 1955; Fu, 1966) . A PA is a finite state machine with probabilistic transitions among states. When a PA is in a state q and reads a symbol a, there is a fixed probability, for each state q', that the PA will move to state q'. These probabilities sum to 1. MCs are slightly different. They generate strings, rather than accepting them. When an MC is in state q, it has some probability p of generating the symbol "0" and probability 1 -p of generating the symbol "1" (we assume there are only two symbols). The next state it enters is determined by the symbol it generates. We treat PAs and MCs as functions that map strings into real numbers (the real numbers are accepting probabilities in the case of PAs and generating probabilities in the case of MCs). Both PAs and MCs are probabilistic generalizations of DFAs.
For a PA U, the state distribution (probability distribution of states) induced by an input string x is a vector indicating, for each state q in U, the probability that U enters state q after reading string x. We explore the SD oracle, which takes as input a string x and returns the state distribution induced by x for the target PA. Using a technique in linear algebra, we present a polynomial-time algorithm for learning PAs using the SD oracle. The same proof technique also yields a polynomial-time algorithm for the equivalence problem for PAs (Tzeng, 1990) . We also show that this oracle is optimal for learning PAs in the following senses: (a) the consistency problem for PAs using information represented by the SD oracle is NP-complete and (b) it is provable that no polynomial-time algorithm can learn PAs using a weaker natural oracle.
When the SD oracle is restricted to DFAs, it takes as input a string x and returns the state q that the target DFA will enter after reading x. It is easy to see that we can learn DFAs using the SD oracle. However, we show that the corresponding consistency problem for DFAs is NP-complete. Each example used in the above consistency problem has the form (x, q), which says that the target DFA enters state q after reading string x. The information provided by examples of the form (x, q) is stronger than that which only indicates whether a string is accepted (Angluin, 1978; Gold, 1978) .
For MCs, we discuss two types of oracles. The first one is similar to the membership oracle for DFAs. It takes as input a string x and outputs the probability that the string x is to be generated. The second one is similar to the equivalence oracel for DFAs. It takes as input an MC B, and if B is not equivalent to the target MC B*, it outputs a string x that is generated with different probabilities by B and B*. Our main results on learning MCs are as follows: (a) using the combination of these two oracles, we can learn MCs in polynomial time and (b) there is no polynomial-time algorithm for learning MCs using the first oracle alone or using the second oracle alone. These results are extensions of Angluin's (1987a Angluin's ( , 1987b Angluin's ( , 1989 . Rudich (1985) and DeSantis, et al. (1988) also discussed inference of MCs. They treated an MC as a device outputting an infinite sequence of symbols. Rudich showed how to infer the structure of the target MC with probability 1 in the limit by observing the output sequence. In contrast, we investigate the problem of exactly learning MCs in polynomial time using information about finite strings generated by the target MC.
In Valiant's PAC (probably approximately correct) learning model, we observe that examples are given probabilistically according to some probability distribution. Critical examples sometimes cannot be obtained through probabilistic sampling, because their share of probability measure in the sample space is negligibly small. Thus it is possible that some domains are learnable using oracles, but not learnable in Valiant's model (under the assumption that NP-hard problems cannot be solved in polynomial time by randomized algorithms, i.e., that NP # RP)1. Our results on learning PAs and MCs demonstrate a case where learning using oracles is more powerful than learning in Valiant's model. Other examples of concepts that are learnable using oracles, but not learnable in Valiant's model include, for example, read-once formulas ) and k-term DNF formulas (Angluin, 1987c; Kearns, et al. 1987 ).
Learning probabilistic automata

Definitions
A (row) vector is stochastic if all its entries are greater than or equal to 0 and sum to 1. A matrix is stochastic if all its row vectors are stochastic, let m(i, j) be the set of all i X j stochastic matrices. Let X be the empty string and \x\ be the length of string x. Let aT be the transpose of the vector a.
We first give definitions for deterministic finite automata and probabilistic automata in the following. Definition 2.1 A deterministic finite automaton (DFA) A is a 5-tuple (Q, E, 8, ql, F) , where Q is a finite set of states, E is an input alphabet, 8 is a transition function from Q X E into Q, q\ is the initial state, and F < Q is a set of final states.
The size of A is defined to be the number of states in Q and symbols in E. The transition function 6 is extended to the domain Q x E* in the standard way, i.e., for any q € Q, a E E and string 
Definition 2.3 A probabilistic automaton (PA) U is a 5-tuple (Q, E, M, p, F), where Q ={q1, q2, • • • • qn} is a finite set of states, E is an input alphabet, M is a function from E into m(n, n), p is an n-dimensional stochastic row vector and F< Q is a set of final states.
The size of U is defined to be the number of states in Q and symbols in E. The vector p is called an initial-state distribution whose ith component is the probability of state qi being the initial state. Let a € E. The value M(a)[i,j\ is the probability that U moves from state qi to state qj after reading a. We extend the domain of function M from £ to £* in the standard way, i.e., M(xa) = M(x)M(a). Let nF be an n-dimensional row vector such that for 1 < i < n,
Then the state distribution Pv(x) induced by string x is pM(x), whose ith component is the probability that U with initial-state distribution p moves to state qi € Q after reading x.
The accepting probability of x by U is Pu(x)(nF)T, which is the probability that U enters a final state when the input string is x.
Definition 2.5 Let Ul = (Q1, £, M1, p1 F1 ) and U2 = (Q2, E, M2, p2, F2 ) be two PAs. Then U1 and U2 are said to be equivalent if for each string x, the accepting probability of x by U1 is equal to the accepting probability of x by U2, i.e., Vx € £*, Pu1(x)(nF1 )T= Pu2(x)(nF2.)T U1 and U2 are said to be state-distribution equivalent if for each string x, the state distribution induced by x for U1 is equal to the state distribution induced by x for U2, i.e., Vx € E* Pu1(x) = PU2(x).
We now give the definition for polynomial-time learning in the oracle learning model in the following.
Definition 2.6 Let R be a class to be learned and OK be an oracle for R. Then R is said to be polynomially learnable using the oracle OR if there is a learning algorithm L and a two-variable polynomial p such that for every target r E R of size n, L runs in time p(n, m) at any point and outputs a hypothesis that is equivalent to r, where m is the maximum length of data returned by 0R so far in the run.
The above definition can be easily extended to the case where two or more oracles are used. The reason that the learning algorithm must run polynomially in every intermediate step is that otherwise the algorithm could delay outputting a correct hypothesis until after it found one (not necessarily in polynomial time). It could then ask the (equivalence) oracle about an hypothesis that differed from the target concept on very long strings only. The oracle would be forced to output a very long counterexample. Such an algorithm would run in "polynomial time" by using the size of such counterexamples as the complexity measure.
Since the computation of real numbers is a subtle issue, we assume that probabilities associated with automata are rational numbers and that each arithmetic operation of rational numbers can be done in constant time.
Without loss of generality, in the rest of this paper we assume that £ = {0, 1}, unless stated otherwise.
Learnabitity of probabilistic automata
We first consider a natural oracle AP for PAs. For a PA U = (Q, E, M, p, F), the AP oracle takes as input a string x and returns the accepting probability Pu(x)(nF)T of x by U. This oracle is identical to the membership oracle if it is applied to DFAs. For a DFA A, the membership oracle returns "yes" (i.e., the accepting probability is 1) for a string x if and only if x is accepted by A. Since Angluin (1987a) has already shown that we cannot learn DFAs using the membership oracle alone, we cannot learn PAs using the AP oracle alone.
Theorem 2.7 (Angluin, 1987a) DFAs are not polynomially learnable using the membership oracle only.
Corollary 2.8 PAs are not polynomially learnable using the AP oracle only.
Therefore, we consider a stronger oracle SD for PAs. For a PA U, the SD oracle takes as input a string x and returns the state distribution PU(X) induced by x. To demonstrate that the information carried by this oracle is not too strong, we show that the consistency problem, based on the information carried by this oracle, for PAs is NP-complete.
First, we consider an analogous consistency problem for DFAs. For a DFA A = (Q, E, 6 q1, F), the SD oracle takes as input a string x and returns the state q that A will enter after reading x. In other words, the data about A presented in the corresponding consistency problem is given in the form (x, q}, which says 6(q1, x) = q. The information carried by this type of data is stronger than that which only indicates whether a string is accepted (Angluin, 1978; Gold, 1978) . It is easy to learn DFAs using the SD oracle alone. However, we show, in Theorem 2.10, that its corresponding consistency problem does not admit a polynomial-time algorithm if P# NP. Theorem 2.10 is quite strong in the sense that each state of the target DFA is reached (not just passed) by some string in the given data. The proof is a generalization of Angluin's (1978) . Theorem 2.9 DFAs are polynomially learnable using the SD oracle.
Proof: Since the proof is easy, we omit it here. D
Theorem 2.10 The following problem is NP-complete: given a set T of data of the form (x, q), determine whether there is a DFA A = (Q, £, <5, q1, •) consistent with T, i.e., for each (x, q} in T, d(q1, x)
Proof: It is easy to see that this problem is in NP. Then, we reduce the NP-complete problem SAT' (Gold, 1978) with each clause containing positive literals only or negative literals only to our consistency problem. Let V = {v1, v2, . -., vn} be a set of variables and C = {C1, c2, . . . , cm} be a set of clauses over V such that each ci is either positive (containing positive literals only) or negative (containing negative literals only). For convenience, in the following we will use 6(q1, x) = q to denote the example (x, q).
We first construct some tree-like automata Ay and Aci, 0 < / < n, in Figure 1 . The automaton Av of height [log n] and state set Qv has the root node qv and leaf nodes qv1, • • •, qvn, where n' = 2 [log n]The leaf node qvi. corresponds to the variable vi of V. Let Xv1., 1 < i < n', be the string of length [log n] such that 5(qv, xvi) = 5Vi. For each 0 < i < n, the automaton Aci of height [log m] and state set Qc1 has the root node qci and leaf nodes qci,1 . .., qci.m., where m' = 2 [log m]The leaf node qcij corresponds to the clause Cj of C. Let xcj, 1 < j < m', be the string of length [log m] such that S(qc., xcj) = qcj.j. Let the state set Q with the initial state q1 be {q1, q2, q3, q4, q5, q6} U Qv U (Uni=0 Qci ,.)-
The transition (data) set T of our reduction is where
The transition set T5 collects all unrelated transitions by directing them to the state q6. It is not hard to see that there is a DFA with state set Q on which the transitions in T1, T2, T5, Tv, Tci, 0 < i < n, can be defined. Thus the only transitions to be determined are those in Figure 1 . Automata Av and Ac, 0 < i < n.
Now we prove that C is satisfiable if and only if there is a DFA with state set Q on which the transitions in Tcan be defined. For the forward direction, assume that T is a truth assignment for V that satisfies C. We define a DFA A = (Q, £, 6, q1, •) such that, in addition to the transitions in T, the (undetermined) transitions in R are defined as where the clause Cj is satisfied by T(vk), and
We can check that all transitions in T, in particular, those in T3 and T4, are legal for A.
For the backward direction, let A = (Q, E, 8, q1, •) be a DFA on which transitions in Tare defined. Then, transitions in T2 and T3 guarantee that for every 1 ^ j < m, S(ql, 1xcj 0= qvk for some 1 < k ^ n and variable vk is in the clause cj. Furthermore transitions in T4 guarantee that d(q1, LxcjOO) = 8(qVk, 0) = <q4 or q5. So, we define the following truth assignment T for C:
such that a clause cj, is satisfied by T(Vk) if 5(q1 lxcj0) = qVk.
The above theorem holds for the case of PAs. The same argument as in the previous proof proves that if C is satisfiable then there exists a PA U with state set Q on which state distributions in T' can be defined. Proving the converse of this statement is less straightforward.
In the previous proof, we assigned a truth value to a variable vk depending on whether 8(q1, lxcj.OO) = 8(qVk, 0) was equal to q4 or qs. In the case of PAs, the state distributions in R' (which corresponds to R in the previous proof) may reach different states with different probabilities. This may appear to cause a problem in using the above method to assign truth values to the variables. We will show, however, that there is no such problem. The state distributions in T2' and T3' (which corresponds to T2 and T3 in the previous proof respectively) guarantee that U, on input Lxcj .O, will reach some state qVk in {qvj1., ..., qvj, } with probability 1, where vj1, . . . , vjr are the variables appearing in the clause cj. Otherwise the probability that U, on input Lxcj.0lxcj. 0, reaches q2 is not 1, violating state distributions in T3. But when U, on input lxcj .O, reaches qVk with probability 1, it, on input lxcjOO, either goes to q4 with probability 1 or to q5 with probability 1. Otherwise it violates state distributions in T4 (which corresponds to T4 in the previous proof). Therefore, we may use the method of the previous proof to assign truth values to the variables. D
We can relax the requirement of the state set being Q = {q : 3x, (x, q) € T} in Theorem 2.10 to get a non-approximation result for the case where the given data has the form (x, q).
Theorem 2.12 The following problem is NP-hard for any fixed polynomial p: given a set T of data of the form (x, q}, find a DFA consistent with T and of number of states at most p(n*), where n* is the minimum number of states of any consistent DFA.
Proof: (Sketch) The proof is a simple reduction from the non-approximation result of DFAs (Pitt & Warmuth, 1989) . In Pitt and Warmuth (1989) , an example of the given set T' has the form (x, p) such that string x is accepted if and only if <p is +. Let @ be a new alphabet symbol and q+, q_, qd be three new states. The set T of our reduction is Now we can see that there is an n-state DFA consistent with T' if and only if there is an (n + 3)-state DFA consistent with T. Thus the non-approximation result of Pitt and Warmuth (1989) also holds for the new form of data. D
Learning probabilistic automata using the SD oracle
In this section we present a polynomial-time algorithm for learning PAs using the SD oracle.
Theorem 2.13 PAs are polynomially learnable using the SD oracle even if the output hypothesis of the learning algorithm must be state-distribution equivalent to the target PA.
Corollary 2.14 PAs are polynomially learnable using the SD oracle.
The rest of this section is devoted to prove Theorem 2.13.
Overview
We first review the result on the equivalence problem for PAs in Tzeng (1990) T , where span is the function that maps a set of vectors to the vector space generated by the vectors in the set. The key idea of designing a polynomial-time algorithm for the equivalence problem for PAs is to find a basis V for span(H) in polynomial time. Then U 1 and U 2 are equivalent if and only if Vv"e V, v[n F1 -n F2 ]= 0.
We define a binary tree T as follows. The root of tree T is node(\) and each node(x) (x is a string) has two children node(x0) and node(x1). Let Pu 1 ®u 2 ( x ) be the (n 1 + n 2 )-dimensional vector associated with node(x). For node(xa), a € E, its associated vector P u1 u 2 (xa) can be calculated by multiplying its father's associated vector Pu 1 ®u 2 ( x ) by M U1 ,©u 2 -(a).
The method we use to determine whether the two PAs are equivalent is to prune the tree T. Initially, we set V to be the empty set. Then, we visit tree T in breadth-first order. At each node, we verify whether the associated vector of the currently visited node is linearly independent of V. If it is so, we add the vector to V. Otherwise we prune the sub-tree rooted at the current node. We stop traversing tree T when every node in T is either visited or pruned. The vectors in the resulting set V form a basis for span (H) . Actually the order of traversal can be arbitrary. Different orders of traversal result in different bases for span(H).
Lemma 2.15 (Tzeng, 1990) There is a polynomial-time algorithm that takes as input two PAs U1 and U2, and determines whether U1 and U2 are equivalent.
The algorithm
Let the target PA be U* = (Q, E, M* p*, F), where Q and F are known. Our algorithm for learning PAs using the SD oracle appears in Table 1 . By the definition of the SD oracle, we can see that p* -p* = SD(X). In the first part of the algorithm (lines 1-9), we find a basis V for the vector space span({PU*(x) : x € E*}) by the same techniques we used to solve the equivalence problem for PAs. Then, in the second part of the algorithm (lines 10-14), we define a system of linear equations from V and solve it to get an arbitrary solution for the transition matrices M(a), a € E. We show, in the following subsection, that the inferred PA U = (Q, E, M, p\, F) is state-distribution equivalent to the target U*. 
13.
14.
p-SD(X);
Set V to be the empty set;
W+-{node(\)};
while W is not empty do else return (not exist);
Correctness
We prove that the PA U returned by the above algorithm is state-distribution equivalent to the target PA U*. Note that the transition function M of U may not be identical to M* of U*, but their behaviors with respect to the state distributions for strings are the same.
Lemma 2.16 For all strings x € E* Pu(x) = Pu*(x).
Proof: Let V = {v1,v2 , ..., v1} be the set of vectors obtained by the above algorithm in node (xl), node(x2), .. ., node(xr) and N = {node(xt) : 1 < i < r}. Let TN be the tree formed by the nodes in N. Let N0 = N and Ni = {node(xy) : node(x) is a leaf of TN and |y| = i}, which is the set of nodes of distance i from TN. Then U"i=0{Ni} = {node(x) : x € E*}. Note that the vectors in V form a basis for span({Pu*(x) : x € E*}). We prove this lemma by induction on i.
Base. For all node(x) € N0 U N1, PU(X) = Pu*(x)
follows from the algorithm.
Hypothesis. For all node(x) € Ni Pu(x) = PU*(X) holds for i.
Step. For node(xa) € Ni+1, where node(x) € Ni, and a € E, D
Complexity
The first part of the algorithm is polynomial-time solvable by Lemma 2.15. The second part defines and solves a system of linear equations under the positive variable constraint. This is a typical linear programming problem. We only need a feasible solution which is not necessarily optimal. The problem of linear programming has been known to be polynomial-time solvable (Khachiyan, 1979; Karmarkar, 1984) . So, our learning algorithm runs poly normially in n, where n is the number of states of the target PA U*.
Remark
The requirement that, for each state qi and each alphabet symbol a, the outgoing probabilities of state qi on a sum to 1 (i.e., E=1 M(a) [i, j] = 1) is not essential to our results.
Another natural definition for PA is that, for each state qi, the outgoing probabilities of state qt on all alphabet symbols sum to 1 (i.e., ECT€ E"=1 M(a) [i, j] = 1). For learning this type of PA using the (modified) SD oracle, we only need replace "for 1<i< n, E;=1 xt,j + Ej=1, yi,j = 1" with "for 1< i< n, Ej=1, xi,j = 1 , Ej=1, yi,j = 1" in line 11 of the algorithm.
Learning Markov chains
In this section we discuss the learnability of Markov chains via queries. Let [0, 1] be the set of real numbers between 0 and 1. Let 7i(a) be the ith component of the tuple a. (Q, E, p, q1) , where Q is a finite set of states, E is a finite alphabet, P is a junction from Q X E into Q X [0, 1] such that for every q € Q ^a^ir2(p(q, a)) = 1, and q1 is the initial state.
Definition 3.1 A Markov chain (MC) B is a 4-tuple
The size of B is defined to be the number of states in Q and symbols in E. We treat MCs as probabilistic symbol-generating automata. When B is in state q, it has probability "2(^(q, 0)) of generating symbol "0" and probability 1 -r2(P(q, 0)) of generating symbol "1" (for the case that E = {0, 1}). It then enters the next state according to the symbol it generates. The generating probability of x by B is the product of the probabilities associated with the transitions passed by B when x is generated. This probability is relative to strings of length |x|. Let gB(x) be the function that maps a string x to its generating probability by B.
Definition 3.2 Let B1 and B2 be two MCs. Then B1 and B2 are said to be equivalent if for each string x, the generating probability ofx by B1 is equal to the generating probability ofx by B2 i.e., Vx € E*, gB1(x) = gB2(x).
We consider two oracles GP and EQ for MCs. For an MC B, the GP oracle takes as input a string x and returns the generating probability gM(x) of x. The EQ oracle takes as input an MC B', and if B and B' are equivalent, it returns "yes." Otherwise it returns a string x and its generating probability gB(x) by B such that gB(x) ^ gB'(x). These two oracles are similar to and a little stronger than the membership and equivalence oracles for DFAs respectively.
Our results about learning MCs using the GP and EQ oracles are similar to Angluin's results about learning DFAs using the membership and equivalence oracles (Angluin, 1987a (Angluin, , 1987b (Angluin, , 1989 . The proof techniques we use are also similar to hers. We state our results about learning MCs using oracles in the following three theorems and sketch how to modify Angluin's proofs for them. Proof: (Sketch) Assume that there is a polynomial-time algorithm II that exactly identifies MCs using the GP oracle. Let p ^ 1/2 be a number between 0 and 1. We prove the theorem by an adversary argument. We first construct a set 5 of MCs B = ( { q 1 , . .., qn}, {0, 1},  9, q1) , where There are 2n-1 MCs in the set 5. Any two MCs in S are not equivalent. When II queries GP on string x of length m, if there is at least one MC in S that generates string x with probability l/2m then the oracle returns l/2m. There are at most m -n + 2 MCs in 5 that do not generate string x with probability l/2m if m > n -1. So, when algorithm II makes a query, only a few (polynomial) number of MCs in S need be removed to maintain consistency. Therefore, the number of MCs in S (which initially contains 2n-1 MCs) cannot be reduced to 1 by only a polynomial number of GP queries. Thus the polynomialtime learning algorithm II does not exist. D
Theorem 3.4 MCs are not polynomially learnable using the EQ oracle only.
Proof: (Sketch) The construction of a set of MCs to be used for the adversary argument is basically the one used in Angluin (1989) . We refer readers to her paper and only give a sketch of modifying her construction. Let @ be a new alphabet symbol and qr, qf be two new distinguished states. Let p1 & 1/3 and p2 ^ 1/3 be two different numbers between 0 and 1. For each DFA A = (Q, E, d, q1, F) in Angluin's construction, we construct a corresponding MC B = (Q U {qr, qf} £ U {@}, (P, q1), where Any two MCs in the set we constructed are not equivalent. For each counterexample (x, p) returned by the equivalence oracle of DFAs, the corresponding counterexample returned by the EQ oracle would be string x@0 with generating probability p1/3m+1 if f = -, and x@0 with generating probabilityp2/3m+1 i f p = +, where \x\ = m. Then, the adversary argument in Angluin (1989) can be applied to the case of MCs in the same way. D Theorem 3.5 MCs are polynomially learnable using the GP and EQ oracles.
Proof: (Sketch) First, we extend Angluin's (1987b) learning algorithm for DFAs using the membership and equivalence oracles to learn multi-class DFAs using the (modified) membership and (modified) equivalence oracles. A multi-class DFA is a DFA with each state being classified into a class. Thus a (standard) DFA is a two-class DFA with the "acceptance" and "nonacceptance" classes. Two multi-class DFAs A1 and A2 are equivalent if and only if for each string x, AI and A2, both on input x, enter states in the same class. For a multiclass DFA A, the modified membership oracle takes as input a string x and returns the class of the state that A, on input x, enters. The modified equivalence oracle takes as input a multi-class DFA A', and if A and A' are equivalent, it returns "yes." Otherwise it returns a string x and the class r of the state that A, on input x, enters such that A', on input x, does not enter a state of class r. Angluin's algorithm is basically a refinement algorithm. In the beginning, the algorithm partitions the states of the target DFA into two (acceptance and nonacceptance) classes. Then using the counterexamples provided by the equivalence oracle and querying the membership oracle, it further separates states in the same class until no further separation is possible. The learning algorithm, using the (modified) membership and (modified) equivalence oracles, for multi-class DFAs is an easy extension of Angluin's by first grouping states in the same class together and then refining them by the information provided by oracles. We refer to Angluin's paper (1987b) for the learning algorithm for DFAs using the membership and equivalence oracles.
For MCs, we identify a class by a number. Our basic observation is that we can classify states of MCs into classes by their transition probabilities. For an MC B = (Q, E, 9, q1), state q 6 Q is in the class r2(P(q, 0)) (for the case of the two-letter alphabet). Two states q and q' are in the same class if and only if r2(P(q, 0)) = ^2(^(q', 0))-These classes defined by numbers are analogous to the classes of multi-class DFAs. Like querying the (modified) membership oracle about the class of the state that the target multi-class DFA, on input x, enters, we can query the GP oracle to obtain the class of the state that the target MC enters when a string x is generated. When string x is generated by B, B enters a state in the class gB(x0)/gB(x). The EQ oracle for MCs is analogous to the (modified) equivalence oracle for multi-class DFAs. Thus the learning algorithm, using the (modified) membership and (modified) equivalence oracles, for multi-class DFAs can be applied to learn MCs using the GP and EQ oracles directly. D
Conclusion
By studying the basic properties of PAs and MCs, we explored the learnability of PAs and MCs by examples and by using oracles. We investigated natural oracles associated with PAs and MCs. For PAs, we presented a polynomial-time learning algorithm using the SD oracle. We showed that PAs are not learnable using the weaker AP oracle. We also showed that the consistency problem from the information carried by the SD oracle for PAs (or, DFAs) is NP-complete. For MCs, we presented a polynomial-time algorithm using both the GP and EQ oracles. We showed that if we drop either of the GP and EQ oracles then no polynomial-time algorithm exits.
